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Abstract 
Lightnmg IS a long natural h ~ g h  current electnc d~scharge m the upper atmosphere When 
this discharge occurs between the cloud and the ground, tt can be quite detnmental to 
both livmg be~ngs as well as various modern systems It IS well known that taller the 
structure, higher IS the probab~l~ty of a stnke Due to vanous reasons, the he~ght of the 
modem structures IS show~ng an mcreasing trend, thus malung them more suscept~ble to a 
l~ghtning stnke Further, due to an increasing dependency on the sensitive electronic 
equ~pment at all places the nsk due to natural lightning has ~ncreased by more than an 
order All the above facts accentuate the need for a highly rel~able l~ghtnlng protect~on 
system 
In any L~ghtning Protection System (LPS), the air termination network IS basically 
respons~ble for the stroke ~ntercegtion A rel~able des~gn and evaluatioil of the LPS 
demands that due cons~derat~on must be glven to the final stages o f  br~dging The 
presently employed methods for the same can be class~fied into pure geometric, 
electrogeometnc and physlcal models Geometnc models are conceptually s~mple and 
relat~vely easy to apply but are not reliable across a wide range of structures, particularly 
over a w ~ d e  range m he~ght The electrogeometnc models are based on some field data 
and some results of long air gap breakdown expenments In th~s, more emphas~s eems to 
have been given to streamer mode of bridging, which prevails only when the net field 
Increase on the grounded objects IS qulte low 
The phys~cal models are also der~ved from findings of laboratory ~nvestigations on long 
alr gap discharges and some field stud~es on natural l~ghtn~ng These models envlsage an 
upward leader incept~on and propagation Here a leader dom~nated br~dging IS envisaged 
Most of the models use the concept of 'cntlcal radi~' to determ~ne the instant of upward 
leader incept~on, which can be rel~ably employed only to s~rnpler geometnes like isolated 
slender towers and conductors Therefore, they are not extendable to arb~trary geornetnes 
and hence general structures 
Therefore, it could be concluded that there is no versatile method for modellmg of the 
final stages of bndgng to general structures As a consequence, a reliable design and 
evqluation of the 1ightr.ung protectron schemes seems to have been hindered In mew of 
this, senous attempt has been made in the recent past to propose a model for evaluating 
the inception of upward connecting leaders However, this work also had some 
shortcomings such as nunencal modelling discrepancies and large vanahon in the 
cntical parameters 
Observing the importance of the subject under consideration, the present work intended 
to deal with the inception of upward discharges, which is the first and foremost task in a 
stroke interception For the streamer mode of bndging, the literature clearly indicate that 
the average gradient between the descending negative leader tip and the grounded object 
needs to reach a cntical value of about 5OOkV/m However, for tall objects and cases 
wherein the net field is much higher, the final bndging is dominated by the upward leader 
mechanism In view of this, the scope of the present work is defined as to develop a 
szmple, macroscopzc cntenon for the znceptron of posztzve upward lcadeis fiom the 
grounded objects and to employ the same for the evaluatron oj the zdpxlard leader 
laztnchazg efficacy of masts and catenoids on structures and that of structtrices thenzselves 
During the stages of final bndgmg, especially with taller structures, the gap between the 
descending leader tip and the grounded object will be considerably larger For such gaps, 
the field pattern around the inception point will be little influenced by the source 
geometry In this regard, it was envisaged that the streamer extension at the macroscopic 
level should attain a certain minimunl level for the conversion into a stable or the 
continuous leader If this were to be true then the equivalent-streamer extension at the 
inception of a continuous leader must be reasonably independent of the 
electrode/structure geometry, provided the equivalent tip radius is less than the associated 
cntical radii 
To verify this hypothesis, the established findings on long sphere-plane and conductor- 
plane gaps are considered. The field vanation near the electrodes in these two gaps spans 
a wide range of practical field distribution patterns Numerical simulations are carried out 
on both the geometries with the gap initially set to 50m By employing the value for the 
cntical breakdown gradient as 24kV/cm, the boundary of the corona envelope 
surroundmg the high field region is iteratively fixed. The gradient inside the corona 
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envelope is set to 4kV/cm, which is the established gradient for the positive streamers 
After stabillsing the corona envelope, the streamer is modelled by a chain of straight 
cylindncal charge segments, each mth a linear charge dutnbution The gradient inside 
the streamer is set to 4kV/cm The radius of the streamer is iteratively changed to set the 
surface field just equal to the cntical corona field (24kVfcm) Based on the theoretical 
work of h z k  on long air gaps, the critical radii for a 50m gap is chosen to be 48cm and 
lOcm respechvely for sphere-plane and conductor-plane configurations The simulation 
results for either configuration prove that the streamer length at the inception of 
continuous leader is approximately same for both the gaps and its value amounts to 2 2m 
For a further scrutiny, two more gaps 25m and 200111 are selected These gaps are close to 
the two extreme ranges of the strrkmg distances The simulation on these two gaps 
yielded cntical streamer lengths of respectively 2 lm  and 2 3m, which are wlthln 6% of 
the earlier value, 2 2m. Based on these results, it is proposed that, for the inception of a 
continuous leader from any geometry, the equivalent streamer has to attain a length of 
2 2m 
The electnc field being the root cause for the discharge phenomena, it has to be 
accurately computed For the computation, the problem in hand is a 3D open geometry 
problem with accurate field computation demanded at the regions of small radius of 
curvature The Charge Simulation Method (CSM), bests suits such problems and hence it 
is employed The point charges are considered for modelling of the structures, as they 
offer simplicity in non-uniform discretisation and facilitate the use of pointer notation in 
MATLAB (the computational employed) The maximum potential error in most of the 
places is kept below of 0 1% 
Using the model developed, the upward leader launching efficacy of masts and catenoids 
on structures and that of the edges of the structure themselves are investigated For 
simplicity, only the flat-topped cylindncal and cubical structures are considered. In order 
to quantify and compare the upward leader inception efficacies, the ambient field and 
potential are selected as mndices Further to validate the simulation procedure and the code 
developed, the ambient conditions required for the inception of upward leaders %om 
isolated towers and conductors are computed They are shown to compare well with the 
relevant literature 
Using the proposed method, studies made wth  mast on structures of different heights 
show that, the efficacy of a given mast initially Increases with structure height and then 
finally saturates Simulation studies with mast length as a vmable shows that efficacy 
increase with the Increase in relative length of the mast It is also shown that there exists a 
cntical mast radius below which the amb~ent conditions for the inception become 
invanant Further the structure cross section is shown to have negative influence on the 
mast efficacy The mast placed at the edge of a structure is shown to have higher efficacy 
as compared to the mast at the centre Study on the performance of catenoids on 
structures has yielded very sim~lar esults The results obtained are compared with that 
predicted by commonly employed Rolllng Sphere Method (RSM) Thls compaiison has 
clearly demonstrated the senous limltatlons of the RSM 
To show the versatility of the proposed method, the efficacy of the edges of a cyhndncal 
structure is evaluated and a cntical radius for the edge is shown to exist, below which the 
ambient conditions for inception remain invariant To further demonstrate the 
applicability of the proposed method, the inception efficacy of extremely short masts 
placed over the burldings are considered This study has proved that the proposed method 
does not undergo any numerical instability and perforrn equally well with structure of 
small radlus of curvature 
As the inception of the leaders is wholly governed by the local field distnbution, the 
proposed method is anticipated to apply irrespective of the leader geometry and the 
leader charge distnbution In order to show this, simulations are caned out for vertical 
leaders descending away from the structure and that with the inclined leaders The results 
obtalned prove that the proposed method does not depend on the tortuouslty and 
branching of the descending leader 
In summary, the present work has successfully developed a general macroscopic model 
for ascertaining the field condltlons necessary for the inception of positive upward 
leaders from inception regions of any arbitrary geometry It seems to be the only 
validated method that can be employed for the analysis of llghtnlng protection to general 
structures Uslng the same, the efficacy of the masts and catenoids placed over some 
simple structures were studied and some very lnterestlng and practically valuable results 
have been deduced The limitations of the commonly employed method have been clearly 
demonstrated. 
